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SWOTing Our Religion 

Delivered on January 22, 2023, by Joseph Bednarik at Olympic UU Fellowship 

 

Good morning! 

 

How do you like the title of today’s message: “SWOTing Our Religion”?  

 

I hope when you first read that title you felt a deep sense of intrigue and wonderment,  

and your holy curiosity was piqued, though I’m concerned that the title actually 

brought forward the mental image of annoying mosquitoes or one of those incessant trios of 

yellowjackets that pester the garden party.  

 

The word in question sounds like “swat,” and is pronounced like “swat,”  

but is spelled s-w-O-t:  An acronym that stands for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and 

Threats.  

 

For those of you here this morning who have ever participated in strategic planning exercises for 

yourself or organizations you run, help run, or belong to, you may be familiar with “SWOT.” For 

those new to the tool, a quick executive summary:   

SWOT is an assessment exercise that allows a person or group to place themselves at a remove 

and try to recognize and articulate the forces and energies—both internal and external—that you 

and/or your organization are contending with.   

 

The S-W “Strengths Weaknesses” of SWOT are internal to the organization,  

and the O-T “Opportunities Threats” are external to the organization.  

 

For those among us who feel that the word “contending” leans competitive or negative,  

you are welcome to substitute the phrase “dancing with” or “playing with,” et cetera.  

The point is to think about yourself or your organization in relation to forces in the Universe,  

and how to best dance or play or contend with those forces to achieve your strategic vision, 

actualize your mission, and move toward and meet—if all goes well—your objectives and goals. 
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I have personal experience with SWOT and find the exercise incredibly useful and clarifying,  

and it can be executed with tools as simple and abundant as a piece of scrap paper and pencil 

stub. Simply draw a big square on a blank piece of paper, and then divide that square into four 

other squares. Vwallah! You have everything you need to begin SWOTing away. 

 

Even without the context of strategic planning, it is a healthy practice to occasionally examine 

our lives using various tools.  

 

Over two thousand years ago, the great philosopher Socrates—one of the deeper taproots of 

western civilization—asserted in the dialogue “The Apology,” quote: “The unexamined life is 

not worth living.” That said, I can see Socrates muttering that wisdom to himself as he applies a 

favorite bumper sticker onto the back of his chariot: “It pays to keep an open mind, but not so 

open your brains fall out.” 

  

That pithy reminder to keep fresh batteries in your baloney detector is from the deeply curious 

scientist Carl Sagan, who also said, “Science is not only compatible with spirituality;  

it is a profound source of spirituality.” 

 

So let’s keep both Sagan and Socrates in mind as we continue this morning.  

 

Socrates who, in the aforementioned dialogue “The Apology,” described himself metaphorically 

as a gadfly—as someone who, through his dialoging with the citizens of Athens—while perhaps 

annoying—was essential to the City. Socrates then likened Athens to a “great and noble horse 

which was somewhat sluggish because of its size and needed to be stirred up.” You’re welcome 

to see “stirred up” as “bitten in the rump.”The use of gadfly here is an elegant call-back  

to our earlier SWOT-vision of annoying pests, such as mosquitoes and yellow jackets.  

 

And speaking of organisms we consider pests, a quick sidebar:   

 

To start our SWOT of Unitarian Universalism, one of the “S’s”, for me, is the comfort I find  
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in the six sources, specifically, quote “Humanist teachings which counsel us to heed the guidance 

of reason and the results of science, and warn us against idolatries of the mind and spirit.”  

 

With this source in mind, I heard a story on NPR that shined a light on my own ignorance and 

prejudice regarding a certain kind of pest—parasites.  

 

Stay with me here… 

 

I will admit that whenever I hear the word “parasite,” I give an involuntary shudder.  

 

The very thought of a creature living off my human body—creatures such as tapeworms, 

pinworms, flatworm blood flukes, scabies, or giardia—gives me the willies.  

 

Quick side-bar within the side-bar: Because this presentation is in a place called “sanctuary,” I 

want to be open and welcoming with my language, which means I bring a heightened awareness 

of the words that I use. As such, after I wrote the phrase “gives me the willies” I thought “Hunh, 

I wonder whether ‘gives me the willies’ has any unsettling origins or racist undertones.” I did 

some research and we can rest assured that “gives me the willies” does not carry any 

unintentional freight, and neither does “heebee jeebees.” Now back to the original side-bar: 

 

Starring in this NPR story about parasites was a University of Washington biology professor  

who waxed rhapsodically about a type of tapeworm that exists within a shark’s intestine, and she 

swooned over the evolutionary genius that allows this parasite to exist within the specific 

environment of slippery shark intestines.  

 

The tapeworm had all the necessary equipment to live and thrive, and regarding Nature’s design 

of this tapeworm, this enthusiastic woman of science said, and I quote:“Beautiful and clever, 

what more could you want?”  

 

To which the interviewer responded: “I am sold on the way you described that tapeworm,  
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but I’m just wondering:  What is that visceral feeling in me where I cringe and kinda squirm 

while you’re talking about it. Why do I have such a closed mind about this?” 

 

Our buoyant pro-parasite scientist replied: “The funny thing about parasites is that most people 

don’t encounter them until they are a problem,” and then after a short description of her favorite 

parasite—poetically called the “pygmy hog-sucking louse”—the interviewer asked a question I 

had never, ever heard articulated in human language: 

 

“How do you get people to care more about parasites?” 

 

That gorgeous sentence goes right to the heart of our seventh principle, “The interdependent web 

of all existence, of which we—and the pygmy hog-sucking louse—are a part.” 

 

“How do you get people to care more about parasites?” 

 

And the scientist’s answer was simple and elegant and true and sings out to Sagan and Socrates 

and SWOT and the examined life: “You can’t care about what you don’t know.” 

 

An enthralling radio story about parasites gifted us the simple and profound double-negative 

truth: “You can’t care about what you don’t know.” Which means, in essence, the more you 

know the more you can care.  

 

I encourage everyone to listen to that story about parasites:  If you own a computer or smart 

phone and can access the internet, go to your favorite search engine and type in “KUOW” and  

“parasite” and you will arrive at a story called “Parasites have a bad rap but play an important 

role in the animal kingdom.” 

 

So “S” in SWOT means Strength, and the “S” in this exercise led us to a mind-altering modern 

parable about parasites and the wisdom statement “You can’t care about what you don’t know.” 
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Second sidebar within the sidebar:  Did you note that I prefaced the invitation to listen to that 

story with the phrase:  “If you own a computer or smart phone and can access the internet.”  

 

A small item, but this was another intentional attempt to be more inclusive and welcoming of 

everyone, in this case folks who may not have the financial resources to purchase a computer or 

phone or internet. And even though my intent was pointed in the right direction, ultimately my 

invitation rings hollow—even harmful—because in reality I’ve actually excluded those folks—in 

a place called sanctuary—because they don’t own the costly tools I currently take for granted.  

 

I’ve also offered no solutions, such as borrowing my phone or laptop, or hosting a listening party 

after the service.  

 

And now a sidebar within the sidebar within the sidebar:  We crack into “listening party.”  

 

After the service, a disabilities activist might remind me that any solution called a “listening 

party” excludes deaf people.  All this to say, the practice of inclusion,the intentional act of being 

evermore welcoming to all, is a practice of confronting our deficits and blind spots, and perhaps 

even our own patience.  

 

In the perfect world, my religion should inspire me to be open and loving and welcoming to 

everyone—always—and to support me in my efforts to do so. 

  

As lofty as that sounds, tracking my behavior—both conscious and unconscious—over time 

indicates a success rate less than 100%. In making a well-intentioned and enthusiastic invitation 

to listen to an interesting story about parasites, I may have inadvertently excluded those who lack 

financial resources and those whose ears don’t hear. I can take this many ways: From moral 

failure to a call to become ever more conscious, ever more aware ever more awake, and ever 

more welcoming.  

 

Here I recall and share the enlightening impossibility of the bodhisattva vows: 
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Beings are numberless, I vow to save them 

Desires are inexhaustible, I vow to end them 

Dharma gates are boundless, I vow to enter them 

Buddha’s way is unsurpassable, I vow to become it. 

 

With the profundity of the bodhisattva vows settling into our hearts, we find our way out of the 

sidebars and continue our SWOT.  

 

To keep our examination internal, we turn to W, Weakness.  

 

In my experience with Unitarian Universalism, the weakness I feel most acutely is the lack of 

ritual or rituals that aid me in experiencing mystery and wonder. And to be sure, this SWOT 

exercise is very personal and introductory—I am speaking for myself. You are welcome to 

perform your own SWOT of Unitarian Universalism as you see fit.  

 

Again, quoting from our six sources, the very first source reads as follows:  “Direct experience of 

that transcending mystery and wonder, affirmed in all cultures, which moves us to a renewal of 

the spirit and an openness to the forces which create and uphold life.” 

 

The first two words are key:  Direct experience. 

 

What does the practice of our religion—specifically during Sunday services—offer to help 

people have direct experience of transcending mystery and wonder?  

 

The closest I came was years ago when we co-created a salt communion here in the sanctuary at 

OUUF. That Sunday I presented a sermon about the power of salt and taste, the effervescence of 

savoring, and then we all partook in a “salt communion” that featured salts from the Himalayan 

mountains, the sea-level desert, and the deep sea. We gave voice to Neruda’s poem “Ode to 

Salt.” We focused attention on our tongues and tasted salts, and folks were beaming, because we 

moved out of our normal and allowed something as simple and mundane as tasting salts transport 

us to a deeper realm. 
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People reported to me that they were very moved. 

 

On the flip side, over the years of giving sermonsin a wide range of congregations, I have been 

called out and criticized many times by congregants for using “religious” words like holy and 

worship, soul and prayer.  

 

Sometimes the message is front-forward, as when one person insisted they be called a “service 

assistant” rather than a “worship assistant,” because they don’t worship.  

 

Fair enough, and she did a marvelous job making worship possible for those who chose to 

worship. 

 

After one service, where I delivered a sermon about Love and Universalism, a practicing UU 

who was a devout atheist confronted me—with heat—and said that the central phrase I used—

“Divine Love”—appeared nowhere in the seven principles, and that I should cease and desist 

from using the phrase.  

 

Truth be told, I welcomed the feedback because I could feel the Divine Love flowing through the 

atheist as he spoke with such passion and concern about that which didn’t exist. 

 

All this to say:  I love and need ritual and think we, as a religion, would do well to start 

practicing some more intentional and effective rituals in worship services.  

 

Looking externally at the O of Opportunity:  I see millions of people who would love to be part  

of this religion and simply don’t know that this religion exists. Millions upon millions of big-

hearted, smart, funny, nature-loving, justice seeking people, folks hungry for community.  

 

I for one am very bullish with the O—and I think Unitarian Universalism has much to offer to 

modern society—though I think we need to improve our messaging big-time. That is another 

sermon altogether… 
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Finally, the T of Threat. 

 

To my mind, the primary threat to our denomination is righteous polarization.  

 

Sorry to say, but from what I see, at its worst, Unitarian Universalism is aping the behavior of 

our dysfunctional Congress, and we are separating within our congregations and creating 

factions that have an increasingly difficult time talking with, listening to, and understanding each 

other.  

 

In congregations around the region, I hear this situation described most often as “social justice 

versus free speech” or “anti-racism versus liberal religion” with each side cleverly cherry picking 

a UU principle or two to defend and advance their position, thereby pitting principles against 

each other. 

 

This creates a holy hot mess. 

 

And to help inspire a possible meeting of the minds and opening of the hearts, a concluding 

story. I can’t remember where I first heard this, but I’ve been carrying it with me for years. If 

anyone knows the source, please let me know. 

 

There was a village near the sea that was preparing to select a new leader, and the choice was 

between two deeply qualified and beloved people—let’s call them S and O.  

 

Both S and O wanted to be the leader. They were born for this role! 

Both O and S had their supporters and detractors, in equal measure.  

 

In the days prior to the village meeting where the final selection would be conducted, the rancor 

between factions grew deeper and more intense. Strife and discord among the villagers was 

palpable.  

 

O and S prepared and practiced their speech.  
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When the day arrived to make the choice, the villagers gathered together, with each side chanting 

and singing support for the leader they wanted. 

 

Then the matriarch of the village arose, and the crowd hushed.  

 

Inside this newfound quiet, the elder spoke so all could hear: “We have before us two worthy 

people, both of whom are extremely qualified to lead.”  

 

The elder nodded at O and S.  

 

“And we have grown within the bounds of this single village two sides. Whatever final decision 

we make cannot be one that creates two.”  

 

Then she spoke directly to S and O:  “Throw away the speeches you prepared and practiced.” 

The elder placed her hands on their shoulders and said, “Now S, from your heart, tell us why our 

village should choose O, and then O, you tell us why we should choose S.”  

 

S was stunned.  

S wanted to be the leader.  

 

After a long moment—in strong, clear voice—S said:  “O should be our next leader because…”  

and the rousing speech gathered momentum and love and respect… and lasted nearly an hour. 

  

 

Amen 
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SOURCES: 

 

“Soundside” on KUOW, January 19, 2023, “Parasites have a bad rap but play an important role 

in the animal kingdom”: 

https://www.kuow.org/stories/parasites-get-a-bad-rap-but-play-an-important-role 

 

 

 

 

SWOTing Our Religion  

SWOT is an acronym for a classic exercise to help determine an organization's Strengths, 

Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats. This Sunday, with a loving heart, steely eyes, and an 

open mind, we invite ourselves to be reflective and brave as we SWOT Unitarian Universalism. 

https://www.kuow.org/stories/parasites-get-a-bad-rap-but-play-an-important-role

